CappelloMary, *Swallow: Foreign Bodies, Their Ingestion, Inspiration, and the Curious Doctor who Extracted Them* (New York: The New Press, 2011), pp. xi+292, \$27.95, hardback, ISBN: 978-1-5955-8395-6 -- RETRACTION

The same book review was erroneously published twice, once in *Medical History*, vol. 56, issue 1, pp. 107--108[^1^](#fnr1){ref-type="fn"} and again in *Medical History*, vol. 56, issue 3, pp. 410--411.[^2^](#fnr2){ref-type="fn"} Subsequently it is necessary to retract the second appearance of the review in favour of the first for there to be a single version of record. The Press and the Editors apologise to the author and readers for this mistake.
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